
TEACHING YOU  
TO SAVE A LIFE
It happens in a split second. A person 
collapses — the victim of sudden cardiac 
arrest (SCA) — and the clock starts 
ticking. You call for help and the medical 
personnel are on their way. But precious 
seconds are racing by. The best chance 
for the sufferer’s survival is immediate 
CPR and a responder with an automated 
external defibrillator (AED).

ZOLL AED 
TRAINERS

Using an AED to deliver a shock within 
3-5 minutes of collapse dramatically 
increases the rate of survival up to 70% 
When it comes to sudden cardiac arrest, 
minutes matter.

COMPLETE SIMULATION 
CONTROL AT THE  
INSTRUCTOR’S FINGERTIPS
Zoll AED Trainers allow CPR and first aid 
instructors to have students experience what 
it’s like to save a life with an AED. Choose from 
four different fixed rescue scenarios or have 
complete manual control of the entire rescue 
with the wireless remote.

The student pushes the on-off button on the 
Trainer to begin. The instructor then determines 
whether to shock on the next simulated heart 
analysis or not, whether the pads have been 
properly attached or not, and when the Trainer 
should say “PUSH HARDER” and “GOOD 
COMPRESSIONS.” A simple pause button lets 
the instructor stop the rescue altogether, confer 
with the student, and then pick up exactly 
where the simulated rescue left off.



For use only with AED Plus 
Trainer 2, includes 1 set of 
replacement CPR-D-Padz 
Trainer Electrodes.

CPR-D-padz Trainer Electrodes

For use only with AED Plus 
Trainer 2, includes 1 set of 
replacement Stat-padz® II 
Trainer Electrodes.

Stat-padz® II Trainer Electrodes

For use only with AED Plus 
Trainer 2, includes 1 set of 
replacement Pedi-padz® II 
Trainer Electrodes.

Pedi-padz® II Trainer Electrodes

AED PLUS TRAINER II 
ACCESSORIES

For use only with AED Plus 
Trainer 2, allows instructor to 
simulate 5 different situations.

AED Plus Trainer 2 Replacement Remote

Adhesive gels for Trainer 
CPR-D-padz 

Trainer Demo ManikinAED Plus Trainer Carry Case



For use only with AED 3 
Trainer, comes with 5 sets  
of pads.

CPR Uni-padz Training Replacement

Connects to a ZOLL AED 3 
defibrillator for training and 
simulations. Includes one set 
of two reusable training pads.

CPR Uni-padz III Training Kit

Trainer CPR Uni-padz 
electrode replacement liners.

Includes manikin torso 
with Velcro strips attached 
and a separate head with 
HardWarranty for attachment.

Replacement liner for CPR Uni-padz

AED 3 TRAINER 
ACCESSORIES

For use only with AED 3 
Trainer, allows instructor to 
simulate various scenarios.

ZOLL AED Simulator

CPR-D Demo Manikin
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